
Candles with three-dimensional decoration
Instructions No. 431
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 15 Minutes

You can make these candles really luxuriant without hesitation, because when they burn down, a wide edge of wax remains, through which the candlelight
shines. If they are completely burned down you can put a tea light in it and have so still longer joy in it - a great craft idea!

Instructions 

Cut the napkin motifs to size and remove the two unprinted layers of paper. Glue the printed napkin layer with Candles Potch on the candle and let it dry.

Zig-Zag-Ribbon, bobbin lace or narrow Satin ribbon according to taste with double-sided Adhesive tape on the candles.
Draw different areas of the napkin motive with Glitter Liner and thus emphasize.
Glue and cut out single napkin motives on Craft cardboard sheet . Decorate with Glitter Liner and glass half beads and glue the same motifs on the candle for
the 3D look after drying with 3D-Glue pads .
Small bows, decoration-Jingles and other accessories round off this craft idea 

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/kreul-candle-potch-150-ml-a31993/


Article number Article name Qty
490535 Pillar candle "Round" 1
490542-01 Pillar candle "Square"Height 12 cm 1
717939 Paper Lace edging 1
578301 VBS Half beads "Ø 8 mm", 500 g 1
303880-82 Marabu Glitter PenGlitter-Silver 1
567206-06 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,9 mm, 400 pieces 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
706681-00 Craft cardboard sheetWhite 1
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